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conjecture is shown to be 
(1) Every graph G = (V, E) with no isthmus has a cycle cover, whose length 
does not exceed $]El. 
(2) There exists an integer k> 9 such that every regular matroid A4, which 
admits a k-nowhere zero flow, has a cycle cover of length at most 2(1- l/k) IMI. 
The values in (1) and (2) have been mentioned in several previous articles as the 
largest known lengths of shortest cycle covers for the corresponding families of 
matroids. 0 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTI~~DU~TI~N 
The cycle double cover conjecture (see [6] for a thorough review) and 
the shortest cycle cover problem (Cl, 2,5, 11,4] and more), have both 
been extensivley studied in the past. Although the two subjects seem to be 
closely related in nature, we know of no previous indication of a direct 
relationship between them. In this work we observe that if some values, 
which were suggested in previous papers as upper bounds for the length of 
shortest cycle covers, are indeed the required bounds, then this would 
imply the assertion of the double cover conjecture. 
In Section 2, we show that if the largest known lower bound for the cycle 
covering ratio of graphs, namely 3, is indeed the exact value, then the 
assertion of the cycle double cover conjecture is true. In Section 3 we pre- 
sent a similar matroid theretical statement: If there exists an integer k 2 9 
such that every regular matroid M which admits a k-nowhere zero flow has 
a cycle cover whose length does not exceed 2(1- l/k) IMI, then the asser- 
tion of the cycle double cover conjecture is true. The 2(1- l/k) IMI value 
has been proved in previous research [7,9] to be the maximal length of a 
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shortest cycle cover over all cographic matroids (graphic matroids always 
admit a &nowhere zero flow and indeed have a cycle covering ratio at 
most 3). 
It is worth noting that the proofs presented here seem to indicate that 
the shortest cycle cover problems are probably very hard, rather than a 
potential tool to deal with the cycle double cover conjecture. 
2. THE GRAPHIC CASE 
The terminology used in this 
are some specific definitions: 
section is for the most part standard. Here 
An isthmus in a graph G is an edge, the removal of which disconnects 
G. Hence the connected components of a graph with no isthmus are all 
2-edge connected. 
A cycle is an edge disjoint union of circuits (also called an Eulerian 
sub-graph, but connectivity is not required here). 
The length Z(c) of a cycle c is the number of edges it contains. 
A cycfe cover of a graph G = ( V, E) is a sequence C = (ci, . . . . c,> of 
cycles, such that u f= 1 ci = E (the cycles are regarded as sets of edges). 
The length Z(C) of a cycle cover C = (cl, . . . . c,} is defined by 
W) = c:= 1 4Ci) 
The covering ratio r(C) of a cycle cover C of a graph G = (V, E) is 
defined by r(C) = Z( C)/lEl. 
The cycle covering ratio r(G) of a graph G with no isthmus is the 
minimum of r(C) over all cycle covers C of G. 
A cycle double (partial double) cover of a graph G = ( V, E) is a cycle 
cover C of G such that every edge e E E is contained in exactly two (either 
one or two) of the cycles of C. It will be abbreviated a CDC (CPDC) of G. 
The origin of the following cycle double cover conjecture is not quite clear 
(see [6] for results and references). 
The CDC Conjecture: Every graph with no isthmus has a CDC: 
It is a well known simple observation that the existence of a CPDC 
implies that of a CDC (the set of edges covered exactly once by a CPDC 
is a cycle). 
A considerable amount of research has been carried out regarding the 
shortest cycle cover problem. Itai, Lipton, Papadimitriou, and Rodeh [S] 
proved that for every graph G with no isthmus r(G) < 3. This bound had 
been improved by Bermond, Jackson and Jaeger [2] and then inde- 
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pendently by Alon and Tarsi [ 1 ] to v(G) d z. In all of the above mentioned 
papers it was noted that the covering ratio of the Peterson graph PI0 is f 
and no graph G is known for which r(G) > r(PJ = $. It was suggested that 
3 is an upper bound of r(G) for every graph G with no isthmus. Our first 
theorem here states that if it is indeed so then it implies the assertion of the 
CDC conjecture. 
THEOREM 1. If there is no graph G with r(G) > z then every graph with 
no insthmus has a CDC. 
The proof of Theorem 1 strongly depends on the following observation: 
PROPOSITION 2.1. The cycle covering ratio of the Peterson graph PIO is $ 
(that is, a shortest cycle cover of PIO is of length 21) and every cycle cover 
of P,, of length 21 is a CPDC. 
It is a well known piece of “folklore” that r(P,,) = 3, An explicit descrip- 
tion of a 21-edges-long cycle cover of PIO can be found in [S]. To verify 
that such a cover is necessarily a CPDC, note that at least 5 edges should 
be covered an even number of times (one incident with each of the 10 
vertices). The only partition of 21 into fifteen positive integers, at least five 
of which are even, is 21= 6 x 2 + 9 x 1, which means that six edges are 
doubly covered, while the other nine are covered once. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let P’ be the graph obtained from the Peterson 
graph by “splitting” one of its vertices into three new vertices of degree one. 
That is, to obtain P’ take a vertex x of P,, and replace it by three new . 
vertices xl, x2, x3. Also replace (x, u), (x, v), (x, w), the three edges 
incident with X, by new edges (x1, u), (x2, v), (x3, w). The three vertices of 
degree one will be called the arms of P’. 
It is known that a minimal counterexample (if it exists) for the CDC 
conjecture is a 3-regular graph. Let G = (V, E) be a 3-regular graph with no 
isthmus. We define a graph G 0 PI,, as follows: Take a copy Pi of P’ for 
every vertex x E V. For every edge e = (x, y) E E identity an arm of Pi with 
one of P(y to get a new vertex of degree two. Use the three arms of P:, one 
for each of the three edges of G, incident with x. The graph obtained, 
G @ PIO, has 15 1 VI edges and obviously has no isthmus. 
Assume that r(G@ PIO) < g. Let C = (cl, . . . . c,} be a cycle cover of 
GO PIO with Z(C) < 21 1 VI. Take the subgraph P: and contract its three 
arms back into a single vertex. The collection C, = {cl n Pi, . . . . c, n P:} 
would become a cycle cover of a graph, isomorphic to the Peterson graph 
pm. AS such, I( C,) 2 2 1, but Z(C) = xX E V I( C,) < 21 1 VI and hence for 
every x E I’Z(C,) = 21. According to Proposition 2.1, this implies that C, is 
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a CPDC. Every edge of G @ Pi0 belongs to one of the P:‘s so C is a CPDC 
of G@Pi,. 
Now contract all the non-arm vertices of each subgraph Pi back to a 
single vertex X. The graph obtained is homeomorphic to G, with each edge 
subdivided by a new vertex of degree two. The CPDC C of G @ PI,-, induces 
a CPDC of this graph, which is equivalent to a CPDC of G. 1 
(A more formal version of the proof can be stated by adopting the 
terminology of the following section.) 
3. A MATROID THEORETICAL VERSION 
The result presented in this section relates the CDC conjecture to short 
cycle covers of regular matroids in a way similar to that in which 
Theorem 1 relates it to short cycle covers of graphs. Although this second 
result is of more general nature, it does not imply Theorem 1, which still 
stands independently. 
The concept of cycle covers of binary, in particular regular, matroids and 
theorems which connect them with the existence of k-nowhere zero flows 
(k-NZF’s) is presented in [ 11, 81. The terminology used in this section is 
that of [ 111. The reader is referred to that paper for the relevant notation 
and definitions. In particular we use here the terms “cycle,” “cycle cover,” 
“length” of a cycle/cycle cover, “covering ratio” of a cycle cover, and “cycle 
covering ratio” of a matroid. All these are now referring to general binary 
matroids rather than to graphs. The definitions, as given explicitly in [ 111, 
are the obvious natural generalization to matroids of their graphic 
analogues, defined in Section 2 above. 
In [ 111 a function s(k) is defined to be the supremum of r(M) over all 
regular matroids M which admit a k-NZF. The exact value of s(k) is then 
evaluated for 2 d k < 8 (the case k = 5 is studied separately in [ 81). For 
k > 9 s(k) is known to be at least 2( 1 - l/k). This value has been proved 
to be also an upper bound to r(M), where M is a cographic matroid which 
admits a k-NZF (that is the cocyclic matroid of a k-colorable graph). This 
result was obtained independently by Jaeger, Khellady, and Mollard [7] 
and by Jamshy and Tarsi [9]. In both papers the main part of the proof 
is the following lemma, which here plays a role analogous to that of 
Proposition 2.1 in the previous section: 
LEMMA 1. The shortest cycle cover of the matroid M*(K,) (the cocyclic 
matroid of the complete graph on k vertices) for every k > 9 is of length 
(k - 1)2 (which equals 2( 1 - l/k)(t)) an every cycle cover of that length is d 
a CPDC. 
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No regular matroid A4 is known which admit a k- NZF (k 2 9), with 
r(M) > 2( 1 - l/k). We show now that if no such matroid exists, then the 
assertion of the CDC-conjecture holds. 
THEOREM 2. If there exists k 2 9 such that for every regular matroid A4 
which admits a k-NZF, r(M) < 2(1- l/k), then every graph with no isthmus 
has a CDC. 
The proof of Theorem 2 resembles that of Theorem 1, with the Peterson 
graph replaced by M*(&). The operation by which a copy of M*(&) is 
attached to a vertex of a cubic graph G is the same as that used on the 
Peterson graph in Section 2. Let us define it here formally. 
DEFINITION. Let Mi, M2 be binary matroids such that M1 n M2 = Z is 
a 3-element cocircuit of both M1 and M,. Define a new matroid M1 Oz M2 
on ground element set Mi u MZ, whose cocycle space is (c: n c,* 1 c* is 
a cocycle (the empty cocycle included) of Mi}. (A denotes the symmetric 
difference). 
One can easily verify that the cycle space of M1 & M2 consists of all the 
unions c, u c2 where Ci is a cycle of Mi and the two cycles have the same 
intersection (of none or two elements) with the common cocycle Z. 
Consequently we obtain: 
PROPOSITION 3.1. If M1 & M2 admits a CDC (CPDC) then each of the 
summands M1 and M2 also admits a CDC (CPDC). 
Another property of the ez operation, required for the proof of 
Theorem 2, is the following: 
PROPOSITION 3.2. If M1 is a regular matroid which admits a k-NZF and 
M2 is isomorphic to M*(K,) then M, Qz M2 is also regular and admits a 
k-NZF. 
The ez is better known in the literature, in dual notation, as the 3-sum 
operation [lo] (where the 3-element intersection remains in the sum by, 
say, adding another copy of it to one of the summands). It is known that 
the 3-sum of regular matroids is regular. By slightly changing any proof 
of this statement, (e.g., [3]), Proposition 3.2, which also claims that the 
operation preserves some k-NZF, can be obtained. Unfortunately, we see 
no way to give an explicit proof of the proposition without reviewing the 
detailed structure of the 3-sum of regular matroids and their orientations. 
We leave this simple, but rather technical discussion to Appendix A. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Let G= (V, E), V= (x1, . . . . xlV,} be a 3-regular 
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graph with no isthmus. Let G’ be the graph obtained from G by adding a 
new vertex u~~,~) for every edge (x, y) E E and subdividing every edge (x, y) 
into two new edges (Us,, ,,), x) and (vtx, ,,), JJ). Clearly a k-NZF in G’ is 
equivalent to one in G and the same holds for a CDC/CPDC. For every 
vertex xi E V denote the cocycle of G’ consisting of the three edges incident 
with xi by Zi. Let M, be the cycle matroid of G’ and define Mi recursively 
for 1 < i < 1 V( as follows: Take a copy Ri of M*(&) in which Zi is a 
cocircuit and is otherwise disjoint from Mi- 1 and let Mi = (Mi_ 1 ez, Ri). 
Finally, denote M Ivj by GQM*UM 
Each of the 1 V/I 3-edge sets Zi of G’ is replaced by a copy Ri of M*(K,) 
and hence I G Q M*(K,)I = (‘;) ( V/I. If G, and hence G’, admits a k-NZF 
then, by repeatedly applying Proposition 3.2, we get that G @ M*(&) also 
admits a K-NZF. Suppose that s(k) = 2( 1 - l/k). This implies the existence 
of a cycle cover C of G@M*(K,) with Z(C) < (k- 1)2 ( VI. By the definition 
Of G@M*(Kk), Ci= ( c n Ri I c E C} is a cycle cover of Ri and 
Ci!Ji Z(Ci) = Z(C) < (k - 1)2 I V/1. Each Ri is isomorphic to M*(&), hence 
by Lemma 1, I( Ci) = (k - 1)’ and Ci is a CPDC of Ri. The cycles of C are 
disjoint unions of the cycles of the Cl’s and hence C is a CPDC of 
G @ M*(&). By now applying Proposition 3.1, we deduce that every Mi, 
0 < i < I VI, has a CPDC, in particular M0 = M( G’) has a CPDC and hence 
also so does G. 1 
APPENDIX A: AN EXPLICIT PROOF OF PROPOSITION 3.2 
An orientation of a regular matroid A4 is an assignment of a ( - LO, 1 } 
value sg(x, b) to every pair (x, b), where x E M and b is either a cycle or 
a cocycle of A4, such that sg(x, b) # 0 if and only if x E b and for every cycle 
c and every cocycle c*, Cxe M sg(x, c) sg(x, c*) = 0. The last equation is 
referred to as the orthogonality condition. 
Let sg, and sg, be orientations of Mi and M2, respectively, and 2 a 
common cocycle of M, and M2. Without any loss of generality let us 
assume that for every z E 2 sg i(z, 2) = sgz(z, 2) = 1. Let us also extend sg, 
and sg, to M1 u M2, by letting Sgi (x, b) = 0 whenever x # Mi. An orienta- 
tion sg of M1 Oz M2 is obtained as follows: 
First consider the orientation of cocycles. Let c* = c,* a c,* be a cocycle 
of M1 oz M2, where c: is a cocycle of Mi. Since 12 = 31 and 
(c,* A 2) A (c,* A Z) = c,* A c,*, it can be assumed that Ic,* n c,*l < 1. 
If c,* n cf = 0 then let sg(x, c*) = sg,(x, c,*) + sg,(x, c,*). 
If c,*ncf= (t> then let sg(x, c*) = sgi(t, c,*) sg,(x, c,*) - sg,(t, c,*) 
sg,(x, c,*). Check the case x = t to verify that sg(x, c*) # 0 if and only if 
XEC*. 
While dealing with k-NZF’s (and flows in general) it suffices to consider 
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the orientation of cycles. However, we must prove first that the function sg 
defined above is indeed an orientation. To achieve this goal it should also 
be defined for the cycles of Mi ez MZ. Let c = ci u c2 be a cycle of 
M10ZM2, where ci is a cycle of Mi and c,nZ=c,nZ=Z. 
If Z= (25 then let sg(x, c) = sg,(x, c,) + sg,(x, c,). 
If I# 0 then IZl = 2, say, Z= (a, b}. Due to the orthogonality condition 
and the assumption on the orientation of the cocycle Z, sgi(b, Ci) = 
- Sgi (a, Ci), for i = 1,2. It means that either one of the following holds: 
(1) %I(4 cd = Ma, cd and sgdb, cd = Mb, c,) or (2) sg&, 4 = 
-sg,(a, c,) and sg,(b, c,) = -sg,(b, c,). If (1) holds then let sg(x, c) = 
sgi(X, Ci) for every XE Mi. If (2) holds then let s&x, C) = sg,(x, c,) for 
x E M, and sg(x, c) = - sg(x, c,) for x E MZ. 
It is now routine to verify that sg is indeed an orientation (and hence 
M1 ez M2 is regular). 
Let us assume now that each of M1 and M2 admits a K-NZF and let J;:, 
i= 1,2 be a R-NZF on Mi with the orientation sgi. That is, 
f;:: Mi + (Z, - (0)) and Cxec* fi(X) sgi(x, c*) = 0 for every cocycle C* 
Of Mi. 
Also, if fi (z) = f2(z) for every z E Z then a K-NZF f can be defined on 
Ml ez MZ, simply by letting f(x) = f;:(x) for every x E Mt. 
A K-NZF of M*(K,) is known to be equivalent to a proper vertex 
k-coloring of Kk, where the flow value on an edge is the Zk difference 
between the “colors” of its end vertices. A 3-element cocycle Z of M*(K,) 
is a triangle of Kk. Any 3 distinct colors for the vertices of Z can be com- 
pleted to a proper coloring of Kk. Thus, if M2 is isomorphic to M*(K,), 
then a k-NZF fz on M2 can be selected, such that fi(z) =&(z) for the three 
elements z E Z as required. 
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